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The aim of this study was to relate the density of tumor infiltrating T cells to cancer-specific survival in

colorectal cancer, taking into consideration the CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) and microsatellite

instability (MSI) screening status. The T-cell marker CD3 was stained by immunohistochemistry in 484 archival

tumor tissue samples. T-cell density was semiquantitatively estimated and scored 1–4 in the tumor front and

center (T cells in stroma), and intraepithelially (T cells infiltrating tumor cell nests). Total CD3 score was

calculated as the sum of the three CD3 scores (range 3–12). MSI screening status was assessed by

immunohistochemistry. CIMP status was determined by quantitative real-time PCR (MethyLight) using an eight-

gene panel. We found that patients whose tumors were highly infiltrated by T cells (total CD3 score Z7) had

longer survival compared with patients with poorly infiltrated tumors (total CD3 score r4). This finding was

statistically significant in multivariate analyses (multivariate hazard ratio, 0.57; 95% confidence interval, 0.31–

1.00). Importantly, the finding was consistent in rectal cancer patients treated with preoperative radiotherapy.

Although microsatellite unstable tumor patients are generally considered to have better prognosis, we found no

difference in survival between microsatellite unstable and microsatellite stable (MSS) colorectal cancer patients

with similar total CD3 scores. Patients with MSS tumors highly infiltrated by T cells had better prognosis

compared with intermediately or poorly infiltrated microsatellite unstable tumors (log rank P¼ 0.013).

Regarding CIMP status, CIMP-low was associated with particularly poor prognosis in patients with poorly

infiltrated tumors (multivariate hazard ratio for CIMP-low versus CIMP-negative, 3.07; 95% confidence interval,

1.53–6.15). However, some subset analyses suffered from low power and are in need of confirmation by

independent studies. In conclusion, patients whose tumors are highly infiltrated by T cells have a beneficial

prognosis, regardless of MSI, whereas the role of CIMP status in this context is less clear.
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Colorectal cancer is one of the most common
malignancies in the western world, and has a lethal
outcome in nearly 40% of all diagnosed cases. The
current staging system used for therapeutic decision
making and prediction of patient survival accurately
identifies patients with exceptionally good prog-
nosis (stage I), as well as patients with very poor

prognosis (stage IV). However, additional factors are
needed in the large subgroup of patients with stage
II or III disease, for whom the prognosis and poten-
tial benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy are less certain.

Microsatellite instability (MSI) characterizes 10–
15% of sporadic colorectal cancer, and has been
related to a better patient prognosis compared with
microsatellite stable (MSS) colorectal cancer.1,2 MSI
in sporadic colorectal cancer is frequently caused by
promoter hypermethylation of the mismatch repair
gene MLH13 and is highly associated with the CpG
island methylator phenotype (CIMP).4 CIMP-high,
or CIMP1, is characterized by hypermethylation
in several genes that are unmethylated in normal
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colorectal tissue and in CIMP-negative colorectal
cancer.5 CIMP classification has recently been
expanded to define a group of tumors with hyper-
methylation of an intermediate number of genes,
called CIMP-low or CIMP2.6–8 The importance of
CIMP status in predicting colorectal cancer patient
survival has been investigated in a number of recent
studies. Along with others, we have reported a
worse prognosis in colorectal cancer patients with
CIMP-low or CIMP-high, compared with CIMP-
negative tumors, particularly in combination with
MSS.4,9–12 However, results from other large studies
have not been entirely consistent,13–18 and consen-
sus has thus not been reached. One factor contribut-
ing to the discrepancy of results in the many studies
is the lack of information regarding BRAF mutation,
which has shown to be a major confounding factor
in studies of CIMP status and colorectal cancer
patient survival.12,14,15,17 Some studies have focused
on the clinical importance of the host response in
terms of tumor infiltrating immune cells. Presence
of peri- and intratumoral inflammatory cells has
consistently been associated with a better prognosis
in colorectal cancer.19–33 Many of these reports have
been based on routine hematoxylin and eosin
stained tissue sections, but an increasing number
of studies have used immunohistochemical markers
such as the pan T-cell marker CD3. CD3 is a cell
surface protein associated with the T-cell receptor.34

CIMP-high and MSI tumors are frequently infil-
trated by a large number of T cells.4,35–38 However,
few large studies of tumor infiltrating T cells and
colorectal cancer patient survival have taken into
account the potentially confounding effect of MSI
screening status,30,32,39–42 and only one other re-
search group has considered CIMP.32,42 Furthermore,
T-cell infiltration can be assessed in various loca-
tions within the tumor, such as the tumor front,
tumor center, and the intraepithelial compartment,
but few studies have evaluated these sepa-
rately.32,33,37,42–47 Although a beneficial effect on
survival has generally been observed with higher
degrees of infiltrating T cells, the prognostic value
has varied in reports depending on the T-cell marker
used, the compartment evaluated, and the confoun-
ders considered.

The aim of this study was to relate the extent and
location of tumor infiltrating T cells to colorectal
cancer patient prognosis, and to investigate the
potentially confounding effect of MSI screening
status and CIMP status.

Patients and methods

Study Design and Patient Selection

Colorectal cancer cases included in this study
were from the Colorectal Cancer in Umeå Study
(CRUMS), which comprises patients with primary
colorectal cancer who underwent curative or pallia-
tive tumor resective surgery between 1995 and 2003

at Umeå University Hospital, Sweden. The sample
collection had a consecutive intent, and exclusion
criteria included insufficient or unavailable tumor
tissue sample and insufficient clinical information.
After further exclusion of 9 cases in which CD3
staining was unsuccessful, 484 cases (297 colon
cancer, 182 rectal cancer, and 5 missing values),
were available for this study. Adjuvant chemo-
therapy was administered to 68 (14%) patients.
Preoperative radiotherapy was administered to 110
(60%) rectal cancer patients, of whom 83 received
5� 5Gy, and 27 received 25� 2Gy.

Verification of diagnoses and classification of
tumor characteristics were performed by one pathol-
ogist. Information on patient age, sex, and tumor site
were extracted from patient records, and vital status
and cancer-specific survival were obtained from the
Swedish population registry and patient records,
respectively. Patients were followed up until spring
2005. The median follow-up time for cases that were
still alive at the end of follow-up was 50 months.
The tumors have previously been characterized for
BRAF V600E mutation status by the Taqman allelic
discrimination assay.48,49

The handling of tissue samples and patient data
in this study has been approved by the ethical
committee, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden.

Immunohistochemistry and MSI Screening Status

Colorectal cancer specimens obtained after primary
tumor resection were formalin fixed and paraffin
embedded according to routine protocols. For
immunohistochemical stainings, 4mm sections were
deparaffinized and rehydrated, and antigen retrieval
treatment was executed by heating in a microwave
oven in citrate pH 6.0 (for CD3) or EDTA pH 8.0 (for
MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2). Primary poly-
clonal CD3 (dilution 1:50; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark)
or monoclonal MLH1 (clone G168-15; 1:50; BD
Biosciences, Pharmingen, San Diego, CA, USA),
MSH6 (clone 44; 1:50; BD Biosciences, Pharmin-
gen), PMS2 (clone A16-4; 1:25; BD Biosciences,
Pharmingen), or MSH2 (clone FE11; 1:50; Onco-
gene/VWR, West Chester, PA, USA) antibodies were
used. Subsequent steps, including use of 2,3-
diaminobenzidine chromogen (iVIEW DAB Detec-
tion Kit, Ventana, Illkirch CEDEX, France) for
visualization, was carried out in a semiautomatic
staining machine (Ventana ES; Ventana).

Non-malignant lymph nodes were used as a
positive control for CD3 staining, and non-malig-
nant stromal cells were used as internal positive
controls for MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2. Cases
lacking positivity in control cells were considered
uninformative. Tissue samples with tumor cells
lacking nuclear staining for MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,
or PMS2 were considered to have a positive MSI
screening status, which is hereafter referred to as
MSI. Negative MSI screening status is hereafter
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referred to as MSS. MSI screening status could not
be determined for 14 patients.

Immunohistochemical Evaluation of T-Cell
Infiltration

T-cell infiltration of tumors was assessed by semi-
quantitative estimation of the density of CD3-positive
(CD3þ ) cells, and was scored as 1, no, or sporadic
CD3þ cells; 2, moderate numbers of CD3þ cells;
3, abundant occurrence of CD3þ cells; and 4, highly
abundant occurrence of CD3þ cells (Figure 1). In
each tumor, the density of T-cell infiltration was
examined in, and a separate CD3 score was assigned
for, the tumor front (CD3þ cells localized in stroma
adjacent to the invasive tumor margin), the tumor
center (CD3þ cells localized in the stroma within the
tumor mass), and the intraepithelial compartment
(CD3þ cells localized within tumor cell nests).44

Areas of necrosis were avoided. In cases of hetero-
geneity, the CD3 score for the tumor front was
estimated in the area of deepest invasion. For
assessment of tumor center and intraepithelial
compartment, at least three random fields were

viewed, and in cases of heterogeneity, the score that
was most representative for the entire section was
assigned. All sections were examined twice by the
same observer, and in cases of discrepant scoring, a
third estimation was made and set as the final score.
Staining was successful for 484 cases, but because of
technical limitations, for example, a lack of identi-
fiable tumor invasive front in the investigated
tissue sections, a CD3 score for the tumor front,
center, and intraepithelial compartment could not
be determined in 23, 1, and 6 cases, respectively
(total n¼ 29).

Similar to Ogino et al,32 a total CD3 score was
calculated as the sum of the CD3 scores in the tumor
front, center, and intraepithelial compartment, gen-
erating a total CD3 score ranging from 3 to 12. On the
basis of the total CD3 score, patients were divided
into three equally sized groups with either low (3–4),
intermediate (5–6), or high (7–12) total CD3 score.

Methylation Analysis

The MethyLight method (quantitative real-time PCR)
and primer and probe sequences used to determine

Figure 1 Representative examples of tumors with intraepithelial CD3 score (a) 1, no, or sporadic CD3þ cells; (b) 2, moderate numbers of
CD3þ cells; (c) 3, abundant occurrence of CD3þ cells; and (d) 4, highly abundant occurrence of CD3þ cells.
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tumor CIMP status in this study have been described
in detail elsewhere.49,50 DNA extracted from forma-
lin-fixed, paraffin-embedded colorectal cancer tissue
was bisulfite treated and purified using the EZ DNA
methylation kit (Zymo Research, Orange, CA, USA).
For all bisulfite-treated DNA samples, one reaction
was run for each of the eight genes included in
the CIMP panel (CDKN2A, MLH1, CACNA1G,
NEUROG1, RUNX3, SOCS1, IGF2, and CRABP1).
Although there is no consensus panel for the
determination of CIMP status, this eight-gene panel
has been thoroughly validated50,51 and the included
methylation marker genes have been used in several
large CIMP studies.15–17,50 In order to account for the
amount of input bisulfite-treated DNA, one reaction
amplifying the repetitive ALU sequence was also
run for each DNA sample. M.SssI-treated DNA (pre-
sumably fully methylated) served as a methylated
reference in control reactions to account for the
efficiency of PCR amplification, and for use in
standard curve reactions. The percentage of methy-
lated reference (PMR) value was calculated for each
gene by the following equation: (quantity of the gene-
specific reaction of the sample/quantity of the ALU
reaction of the sample)/(mean quantity of the gene-
specific reaction for the methylated reference
sample/mean quantity of the ALU reaction for the
methylated reference sample).50 Samples were con-
sidered positive for methylation when an exponential
amplification curve was present and generated a
PMR 410.50 CIMP status was successfully deter-
mined for all patients.

Statistics

Correlations between different CD3 scores were
determined by non-parametric Spearman’s rho,

and clinicopathological characteristics of subgroups
were compared using non-parametric Kruskal–
Wallis tests for continuous variables and w2 tests
for categorical variables. Cancer-specific events
were defined as death with known disseminated or
recurrent disease, and cases were censored at the
end of follow-up or at time of death by other causes.
For survival analyses, Kaplan–Meier plots were
employed, and differences in survival between
groups were tested by log rank tests. In order to
take into consideration other clinicopathological
factors, multivariate Cox proportional hazard mod-
els were employed. On the basis of our previous
prognostic study,12 the final multivariate model
included sex, age at diagnosis, tumor site, tumor
stage, and adjuvant chemotherapy. Patients who
died with postoperative complications within 1
month after surgery (n¼ 19), and patients for whom
complete follow-up data were lacking (n¼ 19),
were excluded from the survival analyses. Missing
values for MSI screening status were treated as a
separate category in multivariate survival analyses
(n¼ 10). All statistical tests were conducted using
PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).
Findings were considered statistically significant
if Po0.05.

Results

CD3 Scores

The distributions of CD3 scores were similar in the
tumor front, center, and intraepithelial compartment
(Table 1). The CD3 scores in all compartments, and
the total CD3 score (the sum of the three measures),
were highly correlated (all Spearman correlation
coefficients 40.567, and all Po0.0001).

Table 1 Distribution of CD3 scores in the tumor front, center, and the intraepithelial compartment, in all cases and in subgroups based
on MSI screening status and CIMP status

Tumor compartment Front Pa Center Pa Intraepithelially Pa

CD3 score CD3 score CD3 score

1–2 3–4 1–2 3–4 1–2 3–4

All cases 344 117 386 97 377 101

MSI screening status, n (%) 0.004 0.075 0.00027
MSI 42 (12) 27 (24) 52 (14) 20 (21) 45 (12) 27 (27)
MSS 294 (88) 86 (76) 323 (86) 74 (79) 320 (88) 72 (73)

CIMP status, n (%) 0.292 0.036 0.001
CIMP-negativeb 173 (50) 55 (47) 190 (49) 53 (55) 194 (51) 46 (46)
CIMP-lowb 134 (39) 43 (37) 155 (40) 27 (28) 148 (39) 32 (32)
CIMP-highb 37 (11) 19 (16) 41 (11) 17 (18) 35 (9) 23 (23)

Abbreviations: CIMP, CpG island methylator phenotype, according to an eight-gene panel; MSI, microsatellite instability; MSS, microsatellite
stable.
aw2 test.
b
CIMP-negative, 0 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-low, 1–5 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-high, 6–8 genes hypermethylated.
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Clinical Characteristics According to Total CD3 Score

In order to compare tumors with low, intermediate,
and high densities of infiltrating T cells, tumors
were divided into three subgroups comprising total
CD3 scores 3–4, 5–6, and 7–12. A similar approach
was recently used in a study by Ogino et al.32 A high
total CD3 score was associated with lower stage and
lower grade (Table 2). Rectal cancer patients who
received preoperative radiotherapy more often had a
low total CD3 score (Table 2). On the basis of this
and previous findings,52 preoperatively radiated
tumors were considered separately in survival
analyses, and were excluded from the results below
unless otherwise stated.

Cancer-Specific Survival and CD3 Scores

A high total CD3 score, as well as high CD3 scores in
the tumor front, center, and intraepithelial compart-
ment, were associated with a longer cancer-specific
survival (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S1).
The longer cancer-specific survival in patients with
a high total CD3 score was statistically significant in
multivariate analyses adjusted for sex, age, tumor
site, tumor stage, and adjuvant chemotherapy
(multivariate hazard ratio (HR), 0.57; 95% confi-
dence interval (CI), 0.31–1.00; Table 3). HRs for high
CD3 scores in the tumor front, center, and intra-
epithelial compartment were similar to those of a
high total CD3 score (data not shown).

The longer cancer-specific survival in patients
with a high total CD3 score was consistent in
analyses stratified by stage. Although these analyses
suffered from low power, statistical significance was
reached for stage II, in which multivariate HR for
high versus low total CD3 score was 0.25 (95% CI,
0.08–0.75; Supplementary Figure S2).

Cancer-Specific Survival by Combined Total CD3
Score and MSI Screening Status

Cancer-specific survival was longer in MSI com-
pared with MSS tumor patients, although the
difference was not statistically significant (5-year
cancer-specific survival 72 and 57%, respectively;
log rank P¼ 0.078; Table 4). MSI was associated with
a high total CD3 score and high CD3 scores in the
tumor front and intraepithelially (Tables 1 and 2).
However, addition of MSI screening status to the
multivariate model in Table 3 did not affect the HRs
for total CD3 score. In analyses combining total CD3
score and MSI screening status, 5-year cancer-
specific survival was highest in patients with a high
total CD3 score and either MSI or MSS (87 and 83%,
respectively; Table 4; Figures 3a–d), and lowest in
cases with low total CD3 score and either MSI or
MSS (51 and 39%, respectively; Table 4; Figures
3a–d). MSI screening status was not an independent
predictor of cancer-specific survival when included

in the same multivariate model as total CD3 score
(data not shown). Patients with MSS tumors with a
high total CD3 score had longer cancer-specific
survival compared with MSI tumors with an inter-
mediate or low total CD3 score (log rank P¼ 0.013;
Figures 3a–d). When comparing cancer-specific
survival in patients within the same total CD3 score
subgroup, no statistically significant differences
were found between MSI and MSS tumor patients
(Table 4; Figures 3a–d).

Cancer-Specific Survival by Combined Total CD3
Score and CIMP Status

As previously reported for patients in CRUMS,12

CIMP-low patients had a poorer prognosis compared
with CIMP-negative, which was of borderline statis-
tical significance in multivariate analyses (5-year
cancer-specific survival 52 and 63%, respectively;
multivariate HR for CIMP-low, 1.47; 95% CI, 0.98–
2.20; Table 4). Cancer-specific survival was similar
in CIMP-high and CIMP-negative tumor patients
(Table 4). CIMP status was associated with CD3
scores in the tumor center and intraepithelial
compartment (P¼ 0.036 and 0.001, respectively;
Table 1), but not with CD3 score in the tumor front,
or with total CD3 score (P40.05; Tables 1 and 2).
Addition of CIMP status to the multivariate model
in Table 3 had no effect on the HRs for total CD3
score. Total CD3 score and CIMP status were both
independent predictors of cancer-specific survival
when included in the same multivariate model (data
not shown).

In patients with a low total CD3 score, CIMP-low
was associated with a reduced cancer-specific
survival compared with CIMP-negative (Figure 3e).
This finding was statistically significant in multi-
variate analyses (multivariate HR for CIMP-low,
3.07; 95% CI, 1.53–6.15; Table 4). In contrast, no
statistically significant differences in cancer-specific
survival were found between CIMP-low and CIMP-
negative patients with intermediate or high total
CD3 score (Figures 3f–g; Table 4). No statistically
significant differences in cancer-specific survival
were found between CIMP-high and CIMP-negative
patients, regardless of total CD3 score (Figures 3e–h;
Table 4).

Total CD3 Score and Cancer-Specific Survival in
Preoperatively Radiated Rectal Cancers

A high total CD3 score was less common in rectal
cancer tissue that had been preoperatively radiated
with 5� 5Gy compared with non-preoperatively
radiated rectal cancers (14 and 40%, respectively;
P¼ 0.002). In both groups, a high total CD3 score
was associated with a longer cancer-specific survi-
val (for high versus low total CD3 score, log rank
P¼ 0.028 and 0.017, respectively; Supplementary
Figure S3).
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A high total CD3 score was found in 38% of rectal
cancers that were preoperatively radiated with
25� 2Gy, which did not differ significantly from
non-preoperatively radiated rectal cancers (P¼
0.837). In survival analysis of this small subgroup
of patients (n with total CD3 score and complete
follow-up data¼ 21), total CD3 score was not

statistically significantly related to cancer-specific
survival (data not shown).

Discussion

In this study, colorectal cancer patients whose
tumors were densely infiltrated by T cells had a

Table 2 Clinical and molecular characteristics of colorectal cancer cases according to total CD3 score

Total CD3 score

Total a 3–4 5–6 7–12 Pb

Frequency, n (%) 455 147 (32) 163 (36) 145 (32)
Age at diagnosis, median years (range) 71 (26–93) 70 (37–91) 71 (30–89) 73 (26–93) 0.067

Sex, n (%) 0.914
Men 248 (55) 79 (54) 91 (56) 78 (54)
Women 207 (45) 68 (46) 72 (44) 67 (46)

Tumor site, n (%) a 0.335
Right-sided colon 140 (31) 38 (26) 48 (29) 54 (38)
Left-sided colon 141 (31) 48 (33) 51 (31) 42 (29)
Rectum 170 (38) 58 (40) 64 (39) 48 (33)

Stage, n (%) a o0.0001

I 74 (17) 10 (7) 24 (15) 40 (28)
II 178 (40) 40 (28) 69 (43) 69 (49)
III 92 (21) 38 (27) 34 (21) 20 (14)
IV 100 (23) 54 (38) 33 (21) 13 (9)

Tumor grade, n (%) a 0.002
Well/well-to-moderately differentiated 218 (49) 54 (38) 83 (51) 81 (58)
Moderately-to-poorly/poorly differentiated 229 (51) 90 (62) 80 (49) 59 (42)

Histology type, n (%) a 0.328
Non-mucinous 384 (86) 119 (83) 138 (86) 127 (89)
Mucinous 64 (14) 25 (17) 23 (14) 16 (11)

Adjuvant chemotherapy, n (%) a 0.178
No 381 (86) 117 (82) 140 (89) 124 (87)
Yes 62 (14) 26 (18) 17 (11) 19 (13)

Preoperative radiation, n (%) c 0.016
No 68 (40) 17 (29) 24 (38) 27 (56)
Yes 102 (60) 41 (71) 40 (62) 21 (44)

MSI screening status, n (%) a 0.003
MSI 69 (16) 12 (8) 25 (16) 32 (23)
MSS 374 (84) 133 (92) 133 (84) 108 (77)

CIMP status, n (%) 0.104
CIMP-negatived 225 (49) 75 (51) 81 (50) 69 (48)
CIMP-lowd 174 (38) 61 (41) 63 (39) 50 (34)
CIMP-highd 56 (12) 11 (7) 19 (12) 26 (18)

BRAF V600E, n (%) a 0.225
Wild type 386 (86) 124 (86) 144 (89) 118 (82)
Mutated 65 (14) 21 (14) 18 (11) 26 (18)

Abbreviations: CIMP, CpG island methylator phenotype, according to an eight-gene panel; MSI, microsatellite instability; MSS, microsatellite
stable.
a
Total CD3 score could be calculated in 455 of the 484 colorectal cancer tumors included in this study. Among these, missing cases were present
in the following variables: tumor site, 4; stage, 11; grade, 8; histology type, 7; adjuvant chemotherapy, 12; MSI screening status, 12; BRAFmutation
status, 4.
b
Kruskall–Wallis test for continuous variables, w2 test for categorical variables.

c
Preoperative radiation therapy in rectal cancer cases only.

d
CIMP-negative, 0 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-low, 1–5 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-high, 6–8 genes hypermethylated.
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longer cancer-specific survival compared with
patients whose tumors were poorly infiltrated. This
finding was independent of MSI screening status
and CIMP status. Notably, no differences in cancer-
specific survival were found between MSI and MSS
patients with similar degrees of T-cell infiltration.
Thus, the longer survival often reported for MSI1,2 is,
at least partly, dependent on T-cell infiltration.
Patients with poorly infiltrated CIMP-low tumors
had a particularly poor prognosis. T-cell infiltration
and CIMP status, but not MSI screening status, were
independent predictors of patient survival. How-
ever, subset analyses of MSI and CIMP subgroups
suffered from low power, and confirmation by
independent data sets is needed.

The first reports of a better prognosis in patients
with colorectal tumors highly infiltrated by immune
cells,19–22 have later been confirmed in several
large studies including multivariate analysis.24–33

As in this study, MSI tumors have previously

been reported to have a higher degree of T-cell
infiltration than MSS tumors.35–37 Yet the potential
confounding effect of MSI screening status on the
prognostic importance of T-cell infiltration has been
considered in only a minority of reports, of which
most,32,36,39–41,46,53,54 but not all,30,55 found that the
better prognosis associated with dense T-cell infil-
tration was independent of MSI screening status. In
this study, a better prognosis was seen in patients
with MSS tumors densely infiltrated by T cells
compared with poorly or intermediately infiltrated
MSI tumors, whereas MSI screening status was not
significantly related to prognosis in subgroups of
highly and poorly infiltrated tumors separately.
Taken together, these results indicate that the
density of T cells is an independent prognostic
factor, perhaps even more important than MSI
screening status.

An increasing amount of evidence supports the
importance of identifying subgroups of colorectal
cancer based on molecular characteristics, and
much attention has recently been paid to the CIMP
classification.8,56,57 In this study, cancer-specific
survival was comparatively high in all patients with
tumors highly infiltrated by T cells, regardless of
CIMP status. However, in the subgroup of colorectal
cancers that were poorly infiltrated by Tcells, CIMP-
low patients had a poorer prognosis. Only one other
research group has considered the potential influ-
ence of CIMP status on the relationship between
T-cell infiltration and colorectal cancer patient
survival.32,42 As in this study, a beneficial effect of
a dense T-cell infiltration, independent of CIMP
status, was reported.

Our findings of a beneficial prognosis in colo-
rectal cancer patients with tumors densely infil-
trated by T cells were consistent in stage-stratified
analyses, and were statistically significant in stage II
colorectal cancers. A prognostic marker indicating
risk of recurrence and cancer-related death is of
particular clinical interest in stage II colorectal
cancer, since high-risk patients within this subgroup
may potentially benefit from adjuvant chemo-
therapy, which today is not routinely administered.
Together with other stage-stratified results,21,24,40,41,47,55,58

Figure 2 Cancer-specific survival in colorectal cancer patients
with low (3–4), intermediate (5–6), and high (7–12) total CD3
score (log rank Po0.0001).

Table 3 HRs and 95% CIs for cancer-specific death in colorectal cancer subgroups based on total CD3 score

Cases/cancer-specific
deaths (n)

Univariate Multivariate HR
(95% CI) a

Multivariate adjusted
for MSI screening status a

Multivariate adjusted
for CIMP status a,b

Total CD3 score
3–4 86/48 1 1 1 1
5–6 106/43 0.67 (0.44–1.01) 1.41 (0.89–2.23) 1.43 (0.90–2.28) 1.39 (0.88–2.21)
7–12 116/18 0.23 (0.12–0.38) 0.57 (0.31–1.00) 0.57 (0.31–1.02) 0.55 (0.30–0.99)

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CIMP, CpG island methylator phenotype, according to an eight-gene panel; HR, hazard ratio, determined
by Cox proportional hazard models; MSI, microsatellite instability.
a
Adjusted for sex, age, tumor site, tumor stage, and adjuvant chemotherapy.

b
CIMP-negative, 0 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-low, 1–5 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-high, 6–8 genes hypermethylated.
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our findings justify the use of tumor infiltrating
T cells as a prognostic marker in stage II colorectal
cancer.

The administration of radiotherapy reduces the
density of T cells in and around a rectal cancer,52

which might complicate the relationship between T-
cell infiltration and patient prognosis. In this study,
however, the longer cancer-specific survival in
patients with a higher degree of T-cell infiltration
was consistent in preoperatively radiated and non-
radiated subgroups. The degree of T-cell infiltration
may thus also be a useful predictive marker in the
important subgroup of rectal cancer patients who
receive 5� 5Gy preoperative radiotherapy.

A majority of previous prognostic studies of
lymphocytes are based on routine hematoxylin and
eosin stained tissue sections, and few other large
studies have investigated the potential use of CD3 as
a prognostic marker in colorectal cancer.33,41,42,58

Immunohistochemical staining of CD3 marks all T
cells, and we could therefore not consider potential
effects from different T-cell subtypes, which can be
used in combination to refine the prognostic power
of individual measurements. However, immunohis-
tochemical staining of CD3 alone has been shown to
perform very well in the prediction of colorectal

cancer patient survival.58 T-cell infiltration is not
homogeneous in colorectal cancer, and attention has
therefore also been focused on the predictive values
of T cells in different tumor compartments.32,33,37,42–47

In this study, the separate measurements of T-cell
infiltration in the tumor front, center, and intra-
epithelial compartment were closely correlated and
were all positively associated with cancer-specific
survival. Two previous studies found that a high
total lymphocyte score, similar to that used in this
study, more accurately predicted cancer-specific
survival compared with any single score sepa-
rately.32,58

The main strength of this study was the large
patient group, which was well characterized with
respect to clinicopathological factors. A number of
potential confounders, including sex, age at diagno-
sis, tumor site, tumor stage, adjuvant chemotherapy,
CIMP, and MSI screening status were taken into
consideration. The use of a full tissue section from
each tumor avoided sampling errors, which may be
a concern in studies using tissue microarrays. We
also used a validated eight-gene CIMP panel50,51

and quantitative real-time PCR (MethyLight)
methodology, which minimizes the detection
of the biologically less relevant lower degrees of

Table 4 HRs and 95% CIs for cancer-specific death according to MSI screening status and CIMP status in colorectal cancer patients with
low, intermediate, and high total CD3 score

Total CD3 score

All cases 3–4 5–6 7–12

MSI screening status
MSI
5-year cancer-specific survival 72% 51% 63% 87%
Univariate HR 1 1 1 1
Multivariate HRa 1 1 1 1

MSS
5-year cancer-specific survival 57% 39% 54% 83%
Univariate HR 1.64 (0.93–2.87) 1.48 (0.46–4.78) 1.03 (0.45–2.34) 1.91 (0.55–6.65)
Multivariate HRa 1.16 (0.64–2.08) 0.78 (0.23–2.61) 1.02 (0.41–2.58) 2.64 (0.62–11.25)

CIMP status
CIMP-0b

5-year cancer-specific survival 63% 48% 60% 84%
Univariate HR 1 1 1 1
Multivariate HRa 1 1 1 1

CIMP-lowb

5-year cancer-specific survival 52% 29% 51% 88%
Univariate HR 1.46 (0.99–2.16) 2.11 (1.14–3.89) 1.23 (0.64–2.38) 0.77 (0.25–2.28)
Multivariate HRa 1.47 (0.98–2.20) 3.07 (1.53–6.15) 1.24 (0.60–2.55) 0.58 (0.17–1.92)

CIMP-highb

5-year cancer-specific survival 64% 50% 53% 81%
Univariate HR 1.00 (0.57–1.76) 0.99 (0.33–2.93) 1.52 (0.63–3.66) 0.85 (0.25–2.76)
Multivariate HRa 1.09 (0.59–2.03) 1.34 (0.42–4.24) 0.99 (0.31–3.09) 0.48 (0.08–2.76)

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CIMP, CpG island methylator phenotype, according to an eight-gene panel; HR, hazard ratio, determined
by Cox proportional hazard models; MSI, microsatellite instability; MSS, microsatellite stable.
a
Adjusted for sex, age, tumor site, tumor stage, and adjuvant chemotherapy.

b
CIMP-negative, 0 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-low, 1–5 genes hypermethylated; CIMP-high, 6–8 genes hypermethylated.
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Figure 3 Cancer-specific survival in colorectal cancer patients according to (a–d) MSI screening status and (e–g) CIMP status in patients
with low (a and e), intermediate (b and f), and high (c and g) total CD3 score. For comparison, a–c and e–g are combined in d and h
(overlay), respectively.
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hypermethylation.59 MSI screening status was deter-
mined by immunohistochemistry for DNA mismatch
repair deficiency, which has been reported to have
very high sensitivity and specificity for the detection
of MSI-high,60–62 but does not allow for the distinc-
tion of MSI-low.63

Despite the sample size of 446 colorectal cancer
patients with immunohistochemical and survival
data, some analyses, in particular for the small
subgroups of MSI and CIMP-high, were limited by
low power. Although we did not take into con-
sideration the potential effects of different treatment
regimes when adjusting for adjuvant chemotherapy
in the multivariate analyses, the patients in this
study were diagnosed during a time when treatment
regimes were still relatively homogenous within
each tumor site and stage. Cases of hereditary non-
polyposis colorectal cancer, who are typically MSI
and highly infiltrated by lymphocytes64 were not
identified in this study. These cases should not
exceed 5% of the colorectal cancer cases studied.65

The number of harvested nodes is another interest-
ing confounding factor that our findings were not
adjusted for. A recent study by Ogino et al32 found
an association between lymphocyte infiltration and
patient survival that was independent of the lymph
node count, MSI, and CIMP.

In conclusion, our results indicate that a high total
CD3 score is predictive of a longer colorectal
cancer-specific survival, largely independent of
potentially important factors, such as MSI, CIMP,
tumor stage, and preoperative radiotherapy. There is
a need of future randomized studies that include
T-cell infiltration in the treatment decision protocols
for adjuvant chemotherapy.
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